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Exploiting properties of association schemes arising from quotient spaces of nested linear 
codes having the same automorphism group, we show how the the nonlinear Delsarte- 
Goethals codes can be used to construct their formal duals. This yields a unified construction 
for these two families of nonlinear codes. 
1. Introduction 
Besides being the best codes known for their parameters, the Delsarte- 
Goethals family of codes share the remarkable property that, although nonlinear, 
they are distance invariant and possess formal duals, i.e. for every Delsarte- 
Goethals code there exists another nonlinear code which is also distance invariant 
and whose distance distribution is the MacWilliams transform of the distance 
distribution of the Delsarte-Goethals code. 
This property is best known for a special member of this class, the Kerdock 
code K(m) [6], which using the notation given in Theorem 1 below, is a 
DG(m, im)-code. K(m) has as its formal dual the Preparata code P(m) [8], [l]. 
Another example is Goethals’ generalization of the Preparata code [5], which is 
the formal dual of DG(m, $rn - 1). 
The following theorem [3] collects some of the properties of the DG-codes: 
Theorem 1 (Delsarte-Goethals). For even m = 2t 2 4 and 1~ d 6 brn there exists 
a DeIsarte-Goethals code DG(m, d) of length 2”, conthining 2k codewords, where 
k = (m - l)(t - d + 1) + m + 1, having minimum distance 2m-’ - 2”-lmd. 
For d = 1, DG(m, d) is the second order Reed-Muller code RM(2, m), while 
for 2 s d s $m, DG(m, d) is a nonlinear subcode of RM(2, m), consisting of a 
union of cosets of RM(l, m). DG(m, fm) ti the Kerdock code K(m). 
Since every DG(m, d) code has a formal dual, we are faced with two families 
of nonlinear codes, the DG-codes and their formal duals, which we shall denote 
as GD-codes. The GD-codes contain as members the Preparata code and 
Goethals’ generalization of the Preparata code. Although the two families are 
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formal duals of each other, their definitions and constructions seem to be quite 
unrelated. 
What we will show in this paper is a simple link between these codes. Their 
constructions are essentially identical, i.e. given the family of DG(m, d)-codes for 
a fixed m, we can use these codes in a simple way to directly construct the dual 
family and vice versa. 
We will prove the theorem: 
Theorem 2. For m and d as in Theorem 1 there exists a distance invariant code 
GD(m, d), whose distance distribution is the MacWilliams transform of the 
distance distribution of the Delsarte-Goethals code DG(m, j) where j + d = $rn + 
2. Furthermore there exists a linear bijection a (to be defined later) 
with the following property: 
Let DG(m, d) be the union of cosets of RM(l, m) in RM(2, m) with coset 
representatives 
then 
with 
a,, 4, - * . a, E F$“‘“, 
the code GD(m, d) is the union of cosets of RM(m - 3, m) in RM(m - 2, m) 
coset representatives 
a(a,), o(aI), . . - a(a,) E FT. 
For d = 1, GD(m, 1) is the Reed-Muller code RM(m - 2, m), while for 2 s d =S 
fm, GD(m, d) is a nonlinear subcode of RM(m - 2, m). The Preparata code and 
Goethals’ generalization of the Preparata code G(m) are members of this family, 
GD(m, 2) and GD(m, 3) respectively. 
The following table illustrates the situation. (Formal) duals are connected by a 
line. The mapping (Y relates the codes on the left side to the codes on the right 
side of the table as described above. 
D’3m, 1) 
K(m) = 
-% 
RW2. m) RM(m - 2, m) 
GDU(m, 2) 
U 
GD(m, 3) 
U 
. . . . . . 
U 
GD(m, m/2 - 1) 
U 
GD(m, m/2) 
U 
RM(m - 3, m) 
GDh 
P(m) 
G(m) 
1) 
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To prove Theorem 2 we will make use of duality properties of association 
schemes on quotient spaces of nested linear codes B CA c F; induced by the 
action of a common automorphism group of the codes A and B. Therefore we 
must first study these schemes in a general setting. 
2. Linear association schemes 
We shall use the notation of [7, Ch. 211. Readers unfamiliar to association 
schemes hould refer to that source. 
Let X be a finite dimensional inear space over F2 and X’ its dual space, and let 
( . , . ) : X x X’ + F2 denote the bilinear pairing between X and X’. For a subset 
Y c X the annihilator p c X’ is defined by 
p={Y’Ex’I (y,y’)=O&,,,). 
Note that for a linear subspace Y c X 
$-l) IO (y,x’) = IV, ifx’ E Y” , if x’ f$ Y”. 
In particular 
where v = (XJ denotes the cardinality of X. 
Now let 59 be a subgroup of Aut(X), the automorphism group of the linear 
space X. Set %’ := {g’ E Aut(X’) ( g E S}, where g’ is defined via the identity 
(gx, x’) = (x, g’x) for all x EX, x’ EX’. The two groups are of course 
isomorphic, where an isomorphism is given by g H (g-l)‘. 
% and 59’ can be used to define a pair of association schemes (X, 9) and 
(X’, 5%‘) on X and X’ respectively, which we will call linear. Let C,, Ci, . . . , C, 
be the orbits in X under the action of 3, where Co = (0). Then these d + 1 classes 
defineaset%={R,,R,,..., Rd} of d + 1 symmetric relations Ri c X X X, with 
(x, y) E Ri iff x + y E Ci. The incidence matrix of the relation Ri will be denoted 
by & This defines an association scheme (X, 5%). Analogously we define the 
association scheme (X’, 3’) on X’, where the set of relations 99’ = 
(R& RI, . . . , RL} arises from the orbits C& C;, . . . , CL in X’ under the action of 
9. The elements, classes, incidence matrices and idempotents of (X’, 94’) will all 
be marked with a ‘, i.e. x’, Cl, DI, Ji. 
It turns out that the linear association schemes defined above form a dual pair 
(for a definition see [2]), and that their eigenvalues can be given explicitly. 
Theorem 3. The linear association schemes (X, 92) and (X’, 6%‘) are dual to each 
other. The primitive idempotent Jk (k = 0, . . . , d) of (X, 92) is the matrix with 
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The eigenvalues are given by 
qk(i) = C (-l)(“‘“‘) with x E Ci, and 
Z’ECj( 
pk(i) = c (-1)(‘S”” with x’ E Cl. 
ZECk 
We will sketch the proof in Lemmas 1 to 4 below, closely following the proof of 
Theorem 5, Ch. 21 in [7]. The fact that (X, 3) and (X’, 3’) are dual association 
schemes is then an immediate consequence of the expressions for pk(i), qk(i) 
given above, since exchanging the classes Ci c, Cl yields the dual definitions. 
Lemma 1. The numbers pk(i), qk(‘) 1 are independent of the particular choice of 
x E Ci, x’ E C,! respectively. 
Proof. We will show this for qk(i). Let f be any other element of class Ci. Then 
there exists an element g E 59 such that x’ = gx. Hence 
.& (-l)(“J’) = c (_l)(gxJ’) 
Z’ECi 
= g-l) 
(xdz’) = -& (__1)bJ’), 
where the last equality comes from the fact that g E % implies g’ E %’ and thus g’ 
only induces a permutation of the elements in CL. q 
In the next step we will show that the matrices Jk can be obtained as 
Jk = i $ qk(iPi, 
1 0 
thus Jk belongs to the Bose-Mesner algebra of the association scheme. 
prove that the Jks are indeed the primitive idempotents of this algebra. 
Lemma 2. 
(JkLY =t,LJ-11 (x+y’r’) = i go qk(i)(Di),. 
I 
Proof. Let x + y E Ci,. Then (Di)xy = 1 iff i = io. 
Then we 
qk(iO) = i =Tck (-l)(x+yS”) = (Jk)xy. Cl , , 
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Lemma 3. The Jk are primitive idempotents, i.e. Jf = Ji, JiJk = 0 for i #k. 
Proof. 
= ;,& .-g (-l)(“J’)+(y’“‘) . vs,~,t. 
; ’ 
Therefore (Ji * Ji), = 0 if i # k, since then r’ # s’ and thus 6,,S. = 0. If i = k, we 
have 
(Jk)zy = $ & (-l)(“+yP”) * v = (Jk)xy. q 
: 
We know now that Q = (qij) with qij = qj( i is one eigenmatrix of the association ) 
scheme. We will show that P = (pii) with pij =pj(i) is the other eigenmatrix by 
showing that P. Q = vl. 
Lemma 4. Let vk denote the cardinal@ of C,, and wk the cardinal@ of CL. Then 
(i) wk(i) = %Pi(k) 
(ii) cf=‘=, uiqk(i)q,(i) = ur%$kr 
(iii) P * Q = v * I. 
Proof. We will only prove (ii) here. (i) is easy to show, and (iii) follows using (i) 
and (ii); 
= c c c (_l)‘“.Y’+“’ 
y’cCi Z’ECL xex 
v . SZ,Y,. 
: 
If k f r, then Z’ # y ’ and thus the above sum is 0. If k = r, then 
c c v~~z~y~=Y~CLu=~*w~. 0
Y’ECL Z’ECL 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3. 
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For a nonempty subset Y c X the class distribution of Y with respect to the 
association scheme (X, 3) is the (d + 1)-tuple c(Y) = (co, . . . , cd), where ci is the 
number of y E Y which belong to class Ci. The inner distribution of the subset Y is 
the (d + 1)-tuple b(Y) = (b,,, . . . , bd), where 
is the average number of z E Y which are ith associates of a point y E Y. For a 
linear subset Y we have of course c(Y) = b(Y). 
Delsarte [2] proved that the transforms bf of an inner distribution have always 
to be nonnegative. His theorem can be used to derive a bound on the cardinality 
of subsets Y with certain restrictions on their inner distribution (see Theorem 8): 
Theorem 4 (Delsarte). Let b = (b,, . . . , bd) be the inner distribution of a 
nonempty subset Y c X. Then 
for k = 0, . . . , d, where the qk(i)s are the eigenvalues of the association scheme. 
The duality of a linear subspace Y c X and its annihilator Y” c X’ is reflected 
by the duality of the association schemes. We have the following result, which 
follows from (6.9) in [2]. 
Theorem 5. Let Y be a linear subspace of X and Y” c X’ its annihilator. Then the 
inner distribution b’(Y’) = (b& . . . , b&) E Rd+’ of Y” in (X’, !?A!‘) is the dual 
distribution of the inner distribution b(Y) = (b,, . . . , bd) E Rd+’ of Y in (X, 3): 
1 
b’(Y’) = (y( b(Y) . Q, 
1 
b(Y) = Ir”l b(YO) . P. 
The transformation b(Y) - (l/lYl)b(Y) * Q can of course be also applied to the 
inner distribution of a nonlinear subset Y c X. If there exists a subset Y’ c X’, 
with the property that b’(Y’) = (l/]Yl)b(Y) . Q, then Y and Y’ are called formal 
duals. 
The best known example of the previous theorem is of course the MacWilliams 
duality in the Hamming association scheme. In this case we choose as 3~ 
GL(n, 2) the roup of all n X n-permutation matrices acting on X = F;. Denote by 
(. , .):F;x F;-tF, 
the usual scalar product on F;. Then we can identify the dual space X’ with X 
using (. , .) as the bilinear pairing. Then 3’ = BT = % and the elements of the 
classes C, = CL with 0 s k s n are the vectors of weight k, which defines the 
selfdual Hamming association scheme. The annihilator Y” of a linear subspace 
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(code) Y c Fg is then the dual code 
Yl={xEF~I(x,y)=OV,,y}, 
and the inner distributions are the distance distributions of the respective codes. 
3. Linear association schemes on quotient spaces 
We will now consider dual pairs of linear association schemes on certain 
quotient spaces in F; and their interplay with the Hamming association scheme 
on Fy. 
Let A and B be two binary linear codes (subspaces) of length n with 
B CA c F;. Consider the quotient F,-spaces 
X :=A/B and X’:= BLfAL. 
For an element a E A denote by [a] E X the coset a + B. Accordingly for b’ E BL 
define [b’] E X’ to be the coset b’ +Al. X’ is naturally interpreted as the dual 
space of X by defining the bilinear pairing canonically as 
([xl, [x’l> := (4 -a 
where (. , .) : Fz X Fy + F2 again denotes the scalar product on F;. Now let % be 
an automorphism group of the code A that preserves the subcode B. Consider the 
natural action of 97 on the quotient space X: for g E ‘8 let [xl” : = [gx]. Thus $9 is a 
subgroup of Aut(X) and hence 99 induces a dual pair of linear association 
schemes (X, 92) and (X’, 3’) on X and X’ as shown in Theorem 3. 
What we want to show is the fact that the duality of subsets in the association 
schemes (X, 9) and (X’, 5%‘) carries over to the duality of certain codes in the 
Hamming association scheme. Let Y be a nonempty subset of X = A/B. We 
define the code 
C,:=,ytJy(y + B), E 
i.e. Cy is a union of cosets of B with coset representatives y, where [y] E Y c X. 
In the same way we define the code Cyr for a nonempty subset Y’ c X’ = BL/AL 
as 
CPU~, (Y’ +Al). 
Since ([y], [y’]) := (y, y’), it follows immediately that for a linear subspace 
Y c X with annihilator Y” c X’ 
c: = cyo. 
For a code Cc F; let w(C) = (wo, . . . , IV,) E RR+’ denote its weight distribution, 
i.e. the class distribution of C in the Hamming scheme on Fg. Since by 
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Theorem 6. Let Y c X have a (formal) dual Y’ c X’. Then the corresponding 
codes Cy, CyP c Fg are (formal) duals in the Hamming association scheme - their 
weight (distance) distributions are MacWilliams transforms of each other. 
It is not difficult to prove a more general version of Theorem 6. Start with a dual 
pair of linear association schemes (2, 9’), (Z’, 9”) induced by a group %‘c 
Aut(2) on the linear spaces Z and Z’ (in the theorem above, the selfdual 
Hamming association scheme played the role of the dual pair, where X would be 
the group of all n X n-permutation matrices acting on Z = Z’ = F; - see remark 
after Theorem 5). Let B c A c Z be two linear subspaces of Z and define 
X = A/B, X’ = B”/Ao with the canonical bilinear pairing derived from the 
bilinear form on Z X Z’. 
Now let 59 c X be a subgroup of x, which is also an automorphism group of A 
and B. Then 9 defines a dual pair of association schemes (X, %) and (X’, 3’) on 
the quotient spaces X and X’. For Y c X and Y’ c X’ set 
CY:=,~~~(Y +B)cZ 
E 
CY : = ,Uu, (Y' + A’) = Z’, 
and we get: 
Theorem 7. With the notation given above, let Y c X have a (formal) dual 
Y’ c X’ in the pair of association schemes (X, %) and (X’, %!‘), then the 
corresponding subsets Cy c Z and Cy c Z’ are (formar) duals with respect to the 
association schemes (Z, y) and (Z’, 9”). 
4. The association schemes on quotients of Reed-MuUer codes 
We can now apply our results from the previous section to the family of 
Reed-Muller codes (see Ch. 13 in [7]). Let Vm:= FT. For 0 <r 6rn the 
Reed-Muller codes RM(r, m) c V, form a family of nested linear codes of 
length 2” 
RM(0, m) c RM(l, m) c - * * c RM(m - 1, m) t RM(m, m). 
The dual of the rth order RM-code RM(m, r) is RM(m - r - 1, r). Furthermore 
these codes share the same automorphism group. In particular, for all 0 6 r 6 m, 
Aut(RM(r, m)) contains a group %c GL(2m, 2), which is isomorphic to 
GL(m, 2). 
Thus we can apply Theorem 6 and immediately have the following result. 
Lemma 6. The linear association schemes (X, 6%) and (X’, 3’) induced by 9.I on 
X : = RM(r, m)lRM(r - 1, m) and 
X’ : = RM(m - r, m)lRM(m - r - 1, m) 
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are dual to each other. Furthermore, if Y c X has a (formal) duals Y’ c X’, then 
the corresponding codes in V, 
G = rytJy (Y + RM(r - 1, ml) 
E 
and CyS = ,ygy, (y’ + RM(m - r - 1, m)) 
are (formal) duals in the Hamming association scheme. 
This is the key lemma to derive the result on Delsarte-Goethals codes and 
their formal duals (Theorem 2). In the remainder of this section we will show that 
the two association schemes are actually isomorphic, or equivalently that (X, 9) 
is selfdual, and define the isomorphism (Y: V, + V, that maps the coset 
representatives of a DG-code onto the coset representatives of the corresponding 
GD-code . 
Reed-Muller can be very simply terms of over F2. 
X, denote 2”-dimensional F,-space of all combinations 
of 2” squarefree in m Let XL the (:)-dimensional 
generated by monomials of r, thus 
x,=xJj,~xt,~...~x~-‘~x~. 
Indexing the coordinates of V, with the 2” vectors in Fy gives a natural 
interpretation of V, as the linear space of all boolean functions f : Fy+ Fz. 
Furthermore every such boolean function has a unique representation as a 
polynomial in X,. Thus there exists an isomorphism @:X,+ V,, and therefore 
we will identify the spaces V, and X,. Whenever we refer to the weight 
distribution of a code Cc X,, we mean of course its weight distribution as a 
subset of V,. 
In this manner the rth order Reed-Muller code can simply be defined as 
RM(r,rn)=XO,~Xt,~...~X~, 
Xm = m)/RM(r - m). 
In sequel we denote the pair of association schemes 
Lemma 6 by 59 XL and by (XL, and (Xz-‘, The 
subgroup of the group of Reed-Muller codes be 
represented the group 2) acting X,,, by a matrix 
E GL(m, to the of a p(ul, . . , E X,. let 
101 
0 1 EGL(~,~) 
( 
and p(vl, Q) = + 1~~21~ X3. 
001 
P(V)” = = P(UI, ~2, VI+ ~2 + ~3) 
= VlV2 + V2(tJl+ ‘u2 + 213) = 211212 + 211V2 + V2LJ3 + II*= U2tJ3 + V2. 
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Choose the (7) monomials of degree r as the basis of Xm. Then it is not difficult 
to check that with respect to this basis the action of Ce on XL is represented by a 
matrix group 
which is closed under transposition, i.e. A E %& implies AT E 3;. If we now 
choose the dual basis for Xzer, then the action of 3 on Xzwr is represented by 
the group 
Hence the mapping LY :XL-;, XzPr, which maps the basis of XL onto its dual 
basis in Xz+, defines a linear isomorphism between the dual pair of linear 
association schemes (XL, em) and (Xz-r, %!tPr); or in other words, the linear 
association scheme (XL, %!h) is selfdual. 
(Y is of course the linear isomorphism on X,, which maps a monomial ITieN vi 
withNcM={l,..., m} to its “complement” 
This is the bijection between the coset leaders of a DG(m, i) and GD(m, j)-code 
used in Theorem 2 (interpreting the coset leaders as elements of XL and Xz-’ 
respectively). We can now rephrase Lemma 6 in the following way: 
Lemma 6a. Let Y be a subset of XL which has a (formal) dual Z c XL in the 
selfdual association scheme (XL, 3;). Then the codes 
Cy = ,I? (y + RM(r - 1, m)) and C, = =‘;J, (z + RM(r - 1, m)) 
have formal duals C; = Caczj and Ci = Cacrj respectively: 
and 
c; = c+) = Uz (a(z) + RWm -r - 1, m)) 
c:, = Cm(Y) = U (a(y) + RM(m -r - 1, m)). 
YEY 
In other words, the coset leaders of the dual 
coset leaders of C,, and the coset leaders of 
coset leaders of Cy. 
of Cy are the images under (Y of the 
the dual of C, are the images of the 
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5. The DG-codes and their duals in the GD-codes 
Delsarte and Goethals defined the DG-codes using the association scheme of 
symplectic forms, which is isomorphic to (X’,, .%e”,): Every homogeneous polyno- 
mial p(ui, . . . , v,) EX;L, defines a binary symplectic matrix S = (Sij), where 
sij = Sji = 1 iff uiuj is a monomial of p(v1, . . . , v,). It turns out that two 
polynomials p, q E X$ are in the same class C of the association scheme, iff their 
corresponding symplectic matrices have the same rank. So (X’,, 5%;) is the 
symplectic association scheme with m/2 classes, and p E Cry iff the associated 
symplectic matrix S has rank(S) = 2i [3]. Furthermore the minimum weight in the 
coset p + RM(l, m) c V, with p E Ci is 2m-’ - 2m-1-i. 
A subset YE (X’,, 3:) is called an (m, d)-set, if every nonzero polynomial in 
Y belongs to a class Ci with i 3 d and the sum of any two distinct elements 
p, q E Y also belongs to a class Ci with i 2 d, i.e. an (m, d)-set Y has an inner 
distribution b(Y) = (b,, . . . , b,,J with bj = 0 for 0 < j < d. 
Given an (m, d)-set Y, the code 
has minimum distance 2”-’ - 2m-1--d. A Delsarte-Goethals code DG(m, d) is 
then defined to be the code Cy for a maximal (m, d)-set Y. 
Delsarte and Goethals were able to construct maximal (m, d)-sets and to prove 
their maximality using Theorem 4. The following theorem summerizes their 
results on these sets [3]: 
Theorem 8. For even m = 2t and 16 d G irn, the maximum cardinal@ of an 
(m, d)-set Y(m, d) t X’, is 
2k where k = (m - l)(t - d + 1). 
Furthermore the inner distribution of a maximal Y(m, d) is completely determined 
by the parameters (m, d). The inner distribution of Y(m, j) 
b’(Y(m, j)) = (bA, . . - , &,,A 
is the transform of the inner distribution of Y(m, d) 
b(Y(m, d)) = (b,, - - - , b,d 
with j + d = m/2 + 2; i.e. Y(m, d) and Y(j, d) are formal duals in (X’,, 3%). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since for d + j = irn + 2 the sets Y(m, d), Y(m, j) t X”, are 
formal duals in (X’,, %? ,) (Theorem 8), Lemma 6a tells us that the code 
DG(m, j) : = CY(m,j) = Peyc( j) (P + RWL m)) 
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is a formal dual of the code GD(m, d) defined by 
GD(m, d) : = U_ d) (a(q) + RM(m - 3, m)). 
Furthermore the DG- and GD-codes are distance invariant since the inner 
distribution of a maximal (m, d)-set is unique. 0 
6. Are there good generalizations of the DG-codes? 
There is an obvious way to generalize the definition of (m, d)-sets and 
DG-codes: We take the linear association scheme (XL, ?A;). Number the classes 
Ccl, **-y C, in such a way, that WIG ~f+~, where wl is the minimum weight of the 
coset p + RM(r - 1, m) for a representative p E Ci. Then define an (m, r, d)-set 
Y c Xm analogously to an (m, d)-set c XL (an (m, d)-set then becomes an 
(m, 2, d)-set), and define an XDG(m, r, d)-code to be the code 
XDG(m, r, d) = Cy =,I1p + RM(r - 1, m), 
where Y is a maximal (m, r, d)-set. The minimum distance of XDG(m, r, d) 
is w& 
With this notation a DG(m, d)-code becomes an XDG(m, 2, d)-code and a 
GD(m, d)-code becomes an XDG(m, m - 2, d)-code. Of course the difficulty is 
to come up with a maximal (m, r, d)-set. Moreover in the general case (for r # 2, 
m - 2) there does not seem to exist such a nice characterization of the classes Ci 
of (XL, L?&). 
The smallest interesting case would be m = 6, r = 3. The original intention of 
this work was the construction of XDG(6, 3, d)-codes, but so far we did not 
succeed. On the other hand, the bounds on maximal (6, 3, d)-sets obtained from 
the linear association scheme (X2, LB:) are very promising. We want to end this 
paper with some results about this association scheme and their implications for 
possible XDG(6,3, d)-codes. 
Lemma 7. The linear association scheme (X2, $22) has 6 classes C,,, . . . , C5. 
Representatives of the classes are given in Fig. 1. The eigenmatrices P = (p+) with 
pik=pk(i), OSi, ks5 is 
1 1395 54684 357120 468720 166656 
1 371 4508 4864 -4368 -5376 
1 115 156 - 1280 240 768 
1 19 - 196 512 -336 0 
1 -13 28 -256 496 45 252 0 -720 -256 ! 512
262 F. B. Hergert 
ICI representative p(x) 
1 p(x)=0 
139.5 P(X) =x1x2x3 
54684 P(X) = ~I(~Z.Q +x&S) 
357120 p(x) =x,x2x3 + x4x5xg 
468720 p(x) =x,x2x4 +x,x3x5 + xzx3x6 
166656 p(x) = X,X~XJ +x,x&j + x,x‘$xg + X2X3X6 + xzxqxg 
Fig. 1. 
i O/64 8156 12152 14/50 16/48 18146 20/44 22142 24140 26138 28136 30134 32 
Ol--- 2604 - - - 291648 - 888832 - 1828134 
1-8-- 784 - 14336 - 241528 - 989184 - 1702624 
2 - - 32 - 384 - 17312 - 230912 - 1010752 - 1675520 
3----_- 3136 - 73472 - 546560 - 1473920 - 
4---- 448 - 17920 - 227584 - 1018368 - 1665664 
.j---- 3584 - 72192 - 548352 - 1473024 - 
Fig. 2. Weight distribution of the cosets p + RM(2,6), for p E C,, 0 G i s 5. Since the ail-ones vector 
is in RM(2,6), the number of codewords of weight w is equal to the number of vectors of weight 
64 - w, the entry in column w/(64 - w) gives this number. 
d )(6, 3, d)-set1 IXDG(6, 3, d)l min dist 
2 2’5 222+ 15 12 
3 2’” 22*+1” 14 
5 25 222+’ 16 
Fig. 3. Table of bounds for XDG(6,3, d)-codes. The XDG(6,3, d)-codes are all of length 64. Since 
they are unions of cosets of RM(3,6) their cardinalities are multiples of jRM(3,6)1= 2”. 
The weight distributions of the cosets p + RM(6,3) are given in Fig. 2. 
Using Theorem 4 we can derive upper bounds for the cardinalities of 
(6, 3, d)-sets. The situation is similar to the case r = 2 but a little more irregular. 
Of course XDG(6,3,1) is RM(3,6). If there are maximal (6,3, d)-sets which 
meet the bounds given by the association scheme (X2, Gz), the XDG(6,3,2)- 
code would have as a formal dual the XDG(6,3,5)-code. Furthermore there 
would exist a formally self dual XDG(6,3,3)-code. But in contrast to the case 
r = 2 the inner distribution of this code is not uniquely determined by the 
association scheme. All these codes would be better than the best codes known to 
exist. Fig. 3 gives the cardinalities and minimum distances of these hypothetical 
codes. 
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